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COMMENTARY

Achieving True Sustainability of Zoo Populations
Robert C. Lacy*
Chicago Zoological Society, Brookfield, Illinois
For the last 30 years, cooperative management of irreplaceable animal populations in zoos and aquariums has focused
primarily on the goal of minimizing genetic decay within defined time frames, and large advances have been made in
technologies to optimize genetic management of closed populations. However, recent analyses have shown that most
zoo programs are not projected to meet their stated goals. This has been described as a lack of achieving “sustainability” of the populations, yet by definition a goal of managed decay is not a plan for sustainability. True sustainability requires management of the resource in manner that does not deplete its value for the future. Achieving such
sustainability for many managed populations may require changing from managing isolated populations to managing
populations that are part of a broader metapopulation, with carefully considered exchange between populations across
a spectrum of ex situ to in situ. Managing zoo populations as components of comprehensive conservation strategies for the species will require research on determinants of various kinds of genetic, physiological, behavioral, and
morphological variation and their roles in population viability, development of an array of management techniques
and tools, training of population managers in metapopulation management and integrated conservation planning, and
projections of impacts of management strategies on the viability of the captive populations and all populations that
are interactively managed or affected. Such a shift in goals and methods would result in zoo population management
being an ongoing part of species conservation rather than short-term or isolated from species conservation. Zoo Biol.
32:19–26, 2013.
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INTRODUCTION
There has recently been much discussion about
achieving sustainability of our zoo populations (e.g., papers in Gusset and Dick [2011]). This attention is appropriate given that without such sustainability both zoos and
some species will not have a future. Analyses of population management programs of the regional zoo associations, as described in Baker [2007], Lees and Wilcken
[2009, 2011], Leus et al. [2011], and Long et al. [2011]
and in talks presented in the recent annual meetings of
World Association of Zoos and Aquariums, Association of
Zoos and Aquariums, European Association of Zoos and
Aquariums, and Zoo and Aquarium Association have all
documented that many of our most valued and often irreplaceable breeding programs are not projected to meet
demographic and genetic goals designed to ensure that the
populations persist and that the animals within them remain as healthy, genetic representatives of the wild populations. In every region, most of the cooperatively managed breeding programs have too few animals, too few
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animals in appropriate situations for breeding, too few
successful breeders, too few founders, too many animals
with undocumented ancestries, and/or too little cooperation with scientifically designated breeding recommendations. These deficiencies are resulting in declining populations or declining gene diversity or both. Conway [2011]
noted that too little attention and resources are devoted
to ensuring that even endangered species are managed in
zoos in ways that will ensure a future for the populations
and species: He quotes the rhetorical devil as saying “How
is it, that zoos spend so much effort on exhibits of animals
vanishing in nature but so little to assure that they don’t
vanish—even in the zoo?”.
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The zoo profession has made huge strides since the
start of cooperative management programs to develop the
record-keeping, scientific methods, and program management that are necessary to achieve protection of the
demographic growth and stability and genetic variation
within our breeding programs [e.g., Ballou et al., 1995,
2010; Foose and Ballou, 1988; Hedrick and Miller, 1992;
Ivy and Lacy, 2012; Lacy, 1987, 1989, 1994, 2009; Lacy
et al., 2012; Leus et al., 2011; Oliehoek, 2009; Willis and
Willis 2010]. Retrospective analyses have shown that rigorously managed programs can provide the population
growth and reliability of numbers that are desired [Lacy
2000]. However, as noted above, in spite of the technical advances, many managed populations are in decline.
Much can be done to improve the situation (e.g., see the
recommendations in Lees and Wilcken [2009, 2011]),
but it may also be time to rethink our goals for “sustainability” for many of the species for which the zoo-based
breeding programs are intended to serve as a safeguard
against extinction and a resource for future recovery efforts. Zoos were once reliant on harvest from the wild
to populate their exhibits; in the past few decades zoos
proudly and appropriately shifted away from reliance on
continued wild collection to breeding of closed populations; perhaps we need now to move to a third era of
thinking about the best way to care for species assurance
populations.
What Is “Sustainability”?
“Sustainability” is defined as “a method of using
a resource so that the resource is not depleted or permanently damaged” [Merriam-Webster, 2008], or a little less
strictly as resource use “that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” [World Commission on Environmental and Development, 1987]. A sustainably managed
wildlife population is one that keeps its full value for the
defined purposes of conservation, education, research, or
entertainment. With very few exceptions, such sustainability is not what is being achieved with zoo breeding
populations, and (as explained below) our measures of
“sustainability” aremeasuring success toward goals that
are actually counter to true sustainability.
Our current paradigm for managing essential populations is to minimize the rate of genetic decay [Lacy,
1994, 2009], slow adaptation to the captive environment
[Frankham, 2008; Williams and Hoffman, 2009], and
retain as many species-typical behaviors as is practical
[McPhee and Carlstead, 2010]. However, for each of these
goals, we can slow the negative trends in closed captive
populations, but we cannot halt them altogether. It is widely accepted that the more generations a population spends
in captive breeding, the less suitable it is for attempted restorations of wild populations [Earnhardt, 2010; Williams
and Hoffman, 2009]. Thus, our population management is
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designed to not deplete too quickly the resource obtained
from the founders. We are mining often-irreplaceable resources rather than sustainably managing them as renewable resources.
When Is 100 Years Up? What Then?
Our very criteria for “sustainability” belie the mistaken notion that we have accepted a mandate for the
truly sustainable use of wildlife populations, and reveal
instead that we are aiming, at best, for minimizing the rate
of depletion so that populations would not become too
badly damaged within a designated time frame. A common goal for our population management programs is to
retain at least 90% of the gene diversity that was once
present in the source wild population, for a time period of
100 years—although often zoo programs accept goals or
outcomes of lesser retained representation and for fewer
years. Moreover, this simple goal ignores that in many
other aspects—such as behavioral variation, reproductive
patterns, mate choice behaviors, and parental care, disease
resistance, and physiological responsiveness to environmental cues—our populations might be changing in captivity much faster than is the neutral genetic variation that
is modeled in our pedigree calculations of gene diversity.
We put untested faith in the expectation that if genetic diversity is not badly depleted, then all the other characteristics of the conserved populations will also be protected
adequately.
The 90%/100-year goal is in some ways arbitrary,
in the sense that different species [Ralls et al., 1988] and
even populations of the same species [Lacy et al., 1996]
differ in how severely they are affected by inbreeding,
and there is not a threshold level of genetic diversity that
sharply demarcates for any species the transition from genetically healthy to imperiled populations. Moreover, the
100-year goal is not appropriate for all purposes. However, the goal (first set at 200 years) was not without scientific basis, but instead arose from consensus by zoo
managers, conservationists, and evolutionary geneticists
that it represented “the zone between a potentially damaging and tolerable loss of heterozygosity” [Soulé et al.,
1986]. It is well documented that declining genetic diversity (concordant with increased accumulated inbreeding)
causes poorer reproduction, individual health, and longevity, and increased probability of population extirpation
[Lacy, 1997; Ryan et al., 2002; Frankham et al., 2009;
Reed, 2010]. A huge number of animal breeding studies
have shown that significant increase in genetic problems
and decrease in productivity typically become apparent in
sexually reproducing animals as inbreeding rises above
about 10% [Falconer and Mackay, 1996]. Thus, decisions
to aim for lower genetic goals, because it seems difficult
to retain gene diversity at levels that can more predictably
preserve individual animal health (rather than because it
has been demonstrated that the species has more diversity
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than it needs), are arbitrary and dangerous, and abrogate
our conservation responsibilities. Moreover, the rate of adaptation of a population to changed environments and new
selective pressures is proportional to the current genetic
diversity [Fisher, 1958], and we know that the global environment is changing at an accelerating rate. Therefore,
most species will need more, not less, adaptability in the
future, and populations being managed as reservoirs for
species conservation will often have to be the source of
that restored variation.
Although the 90% of initial gene diversity has justification as a goal for retaining reasonable individual health
and population adaptability and has been used in other
conservation contexts as an appropriate measure of population viability, the 100-year time frame is not compatible
with true sustainability, which by definition requires that
the resource not be depleted to lesser value for future generations. The 100-year goal was set with the expectation
that within that time we will have better ways to protect
species than to keep them in zoos, so that the current zoo
populations will no longer be needed as conservation resources. For example, there may be frozen gamete or tissue
banks from which genetic diversity can later be restored,
or perhaps there will be other modes of population management not yet envisioned [Holt et al., 2003; Wildt et al.,
1997]. The goal may also be justified by a trust that the human population will have restrained our use of resources
and created adequate nature reserves for the species within
that time frame, so that we do not need to care sustainably
for our captive populations. It may be disconcerting to
some in the zoo profession that our most ambitious goals
were based on an assumption that zoo-breeding programs
will become irrelevant to species conservation. Given that
association-led cooperative management programs started
30 years ago, we are seemingly aiming for a collapse or
replacement of our most valued living populations about
70 years from now.
Alternatively, it may be that the current paradigm is
that zoos will not sustain our current populations indefinitely, but will instead become the temporary caretakers
of a progressively changing array of species, as different
species become imperiled by threats that cannot be adequately managed in the wild at that time. Thus, the zoo
of the future may not have any rhinoceroses, tigers, lions,
great apes, condors, Bali mynas, Aruba island rattlesnakes,
Puerto Rican crested toads, or Lake Victoria cichlids, but
will instead be maintaining large populations of perhaps
plethodontid salamanders, corals, fresh-water mussels,
insectivorous bats, Amazon beetles, Hawaiian drosophilid flies, Galápagos finches, and polar bears—all rescued
from destroyed habitats or other uncontrolled threats—until those captive populations fade (or are released back to
the wild) and are replaced by the latest crisis species. This
is not a view of the future zoo that is often explained as a
consequence of our current population goals, but related
ideas have received some consideration from the perspec-

tive of maximizing the conservation contribution of zoo
populations [Balmford, 2000; Balmford et al., 1996; Leader-Williams, et al., 2007].
Achieving True Sustainability
Even if this concept of zoos serving only as temporary homes for the species of current fashion or conservation need is not appealing, it may provide insight
into a new paradigm for population management for
species that we do wish to keep indefinitely for conservation, display, education, and research—a paradigm of
true sustainability through constant refreshing of populations. The goal for populations under such a paradigm
could be to sustain indefinitely at least 90% gene diversity (although at least 95% gene diversity, representing 10
rather than five founder genomes [Lacy, 1989], might be
a more appropriate goal when we accept responsibility for
the future of a species). Moreover, because the value of
the resource is in more than its variation at hypothetical
genetic loci that are not under selection, sustaining those
populations would require attention also to other values,
such as variation in genes under selection, disease resistance, reproductive patterns, behavioral variation, and
morphological variation. It has not been clear if the common understanding and application of the 90/100 goal is
to aim for finite length programs (as was indicated in the
original formulation of the concept [Soulé, et al. 1986]),
or instead the intent is to manage species such that they
always are positioned to be able to sustain 90% of gene
diversity for the next 100 years. To the extent that it is the
latter, indefinite goal, then use of the 90/100 goals might
closely resemble the new paradigm described above—but,
again, in most cases we are not on track to meet such a
goal. For humans with life spans typically less than 100
years, and for zoo directors and curators, with job tenures
much less than 100 years, 100 years might be seen as the
functional equivalent of forever. Given the rapid and accelerating rate of global change, it might be argued that
even 25–50 years is a very long time and that managing
for more distant goals is not practical. While that may be
true of strategic planning, it misses (or perhaps even reinforces) the point that achieving true sustainability is not
a matter of extending the planning horizon, but instead
actively and continually managing in such a way so that
the resource is not depleted—so that there is no end point
to the projections against which we are measuring our
progress.
Any closed population will lose genetic diversity,
fast or slowly depending on its effective population size.
In a very large population (much larger than almost any
zoo population) those lost variants might be countered by
new mutations appearing at a comparable rate, although
replacement of prior adaptive variation with random new
mutations is not the kind of sustainability that we desire
in conservation. Adaptive genetic sustainability of an
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evolving population is the result of balance between random loss of alleles, generation of new mutation, selection
filtering that variation to maintain adaptations and respond
to new challenges, and exchange among local populations
that have experienced different chance events and been exposed to different selective forces [Frankham et al., 2009;
Lacy, 1987; Lande and Barrowclough, 1987]. Maintaining
ecologically viable and resilient populations buffeted by
such forces requires populations many times greater and
under more diverse selective pressures than could typically be achieved in zoo breeding programs [Belovsky, 1987;
Franklin and Frankham, 1998; Lande and Barrowclough,
1987]. Thus, for zoo populations to be truly sustainable,
they cannot be maintained indefinitely as static, closed
populations, but must instead by managed as a dynamic
component of a metapopulation that includes wild populations and perhaps also less intensively managed populations in semi-wild environments.
Similar proposals have been made before, for example, the metapopulation management concepts promoted
by Seal, Foose, and colleagues in the IUCN SSC Conservation Breeding Specialist Group [Seal et al., 1993; Foose
et al., 1995]. Conway [1995] made a call for interactive
management of zoo and wild populations, with thinking
typically ahead of his time, but the strategy has not yet
replaced the currently dominant thinking that we should
almost always be aiming for sustainable [sic] closed zoo
populations. Conway’s suggestion of “extractive reserves”
or “zoo reserves” relies on well-managed wild populations
to provide the genetic and demographic renewal to counter
decay in captive populations [Conway, 1999, 2007]. If the
reserve populations are very large or openly exchanging
individuals within a large wild metapopulation, then such
a strategy could be said to be sustainable. However, for
many species, the wild populations from which we might
draw reinforcements are far from ecologically healthy and
resilient; hence, Conway’s recent call for better management of larger captive populations of endangered species
[Conway, 2011]. However, if extractive reserves become
interactive reserves, with animals moving in both directions, then the stability and sustainability of the overall
system could be enhanced [Conway, 1995]. The golden
lion tamarin program [Ballou et al., 2002] has partially
used this strategy, in that the captive population has been
used to help reinforce the smaller wild populations (and
animals have been moved between sites in the wild), thereby restoring some of the genetic variation that had been
lost. Lees and Wilcken [2009, 2011] proposed that zoo
populations could be allocated into either self-sustaining
populations of endangered species (aiming for traditional
management goals) or supplemented populations of less
endangered species (supported from extractive reserves or
other responsibly managed wild sources). This would be
a significant advance over the current situation that they
document of most zoo populations—both those threatened
and those of less conservation concern—dwindling due
Zoo Biology

to inadequate resources being devoted to the programs.
However, to achieve real sustainability may require that
this separation not be made, as very rarely will zoo populations be self-sustaining except in a purely demographic
sense for short-term programs. Perhaps every program
(captive and wild) should be evaluated for how well and
for how long it can be protected in isolation, how often
and from what sources it will need reinforcing, and when
and how best it can serve as a source for reinforcing other
populations.
Interactive management of captive and wild populations will not be the right paradigm for all species held
by zoos. First, for a small number of species, sufficient
interest and commitment may exist in zoos to sustain
such large populations, at least on a global level, that decay is so slow as to allow for a viable population to be
maintained for such a long time as to be close enough to
“sustainability” to assuage any concerns about its future.
African penguins, gorillas, and giraffes might be examples—or at least have the potential to be nearly sustainable
if rigorous cooperative management is applied at the international level. Second, for some species, the wild population no longer exists (e.g., Pere David’s deer, Kihansi
spray toad, a number of Partula snail species), or was only
recently reestablished from the captive stock (e.g., California condor, black-footed ferret, Przewalski’s horses,
Arabian oryx), or is so small and fragile that it provides no
reassurance for the captive stock and may need ongoing
supplementation (e.g., Iberian lynx, Puerto Rican parrot,
Puerto Rican crested toad). For such species we cannot
assure true sustainability of our captive populations, and
the best that we can do is to preserve as much as we can of
what once comprised the species. Third, for many species
there is no conservation need for an intensively managed
captive population, because the species can be adequately
protected in its natural habitats. Many such species might
continue to be maintained in zoos for purposes other than
providing assurance populations for the species—such as
for education, research, and ambassador roles that might
be equally important to overall wildlife conservation. For
such species it might not be as much of a concern if the
original diversity and wildness of the captive population
diminishes over time, and if the current captive population
were to collapse then the role might be filled with a new
representative species. Finally, in some parts of the world
and for some species, a past history of zoos as exploiters
of wildlife rather than partners in sustainable conservation
has resulted in zoos not yet being trusted by governmental
agencies and field conservation organizations as credible
partners in conservation initiatives that will require joint
planning and implementation. If zoos are to be accepted
by the conservation community as responsible and valued
partners in sustaining wildlife [Baker et al., 2011], zoos
will need to practice and demonstrate diligence in using
every animal in their care in ways that meet the best interests of the species.
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Implications for Population Management
Sustainable management of zoo populations via
integration with populations outside of zoos will change
population management goals. Instead of aiming for not
too much genetic decline by the end of a time frame, the
goal would be to stay above a healthy, resilient level of
diversity—continually. The PMx software has a modeling
tool to guide planning for such goals [Ballou et al., 2011;
Lacy et al., 2012], although it seems that tool is not yet
being used to manage toward such a goal of true sustainability. As a consequence of open population management,
the populations within zoos could be smaller. Closed populations of vertebrates typically require 250–1000 animals
to meet the 90/100 goal [Earnhardt et al., 2001; Soulé
et al., 1986]. If exchanges of animals were part of the management plan, the required numbers of breeders could be
reduced [Lacy, 1987; Willis and Wiese, 1993], although
probably not as low as the typical current program size
of about 50 [Conde et al., 2011; Long et al., 2011]. At
the same time, genetic goals for how well the species is
represented in captivity can probably be set higher than
they are now. It is embarrassing that the standard current
goal is so minimal as to accept as a species conservation
“success” any program that retains only the amount of
variation present in five wild individuals (90% gene diversity = five founder genome equivalents). Perhaps the
most significant shift in population management goals
would be that no longer would conservation programs be
predicated on the assumption that within 100 years (often starting from the 1980s) intensive population management would no longer be needed, or that in any case zoos
would no longer be part of the conservation plan for the
species.
Implementation of plans for truly sustainable captive
animal populations will require changes to the practices
of population management by zoos. Management plans
would need to include not just recommended transfers
and breeding of the existing stock, but also equally careful and scientifically rigorous planning for acquisition of
new founders as needed and exchanges of animals among
populations, captive and wild and everything in between.
Consideration needs to be given to the integrated use of
gamete banks. There should also be active consideration
of the role of the physical and social environments as drivers of natural selection, with management of the use of
multiple environments to diversify selection occurring in
the breeding program.
Monitoring of programs for sustainability will require more than studbook-derived statistics on demographic trends and pedigree estimates of genetic variation.
Instead of trusting that all forms of adaptive variation will
be maintained along with the modeled neutral genetic
variation, we will need to monitor morphological, behavioral, and physiological variation. Instead of hoping that
the managed population will be able to readapt to a wild

environment if reintroductions are ever needed, we should
periodically be testing the adaptability of our populations
to more natural or even novel environments.
The requirements for successful programs of truly
sustainable population management make clear that ending the mandate for closed populations and including exchange with wild populations is not a recipe or excuse
for more relaxed population management. Instead, the
requirements for program management, monitoring, research, and integration with in situ conservation will be
substantially greater than has been typical zoo community
practice to date. The difficulties in achieving true sustainability of populations that depend on our care include also
changing expectations (or at least our perceptions of expectations) of visitors, increasing funding for ex situ conservation programs, changing restrictive legislation that
blocks animal transfers with little regard for the conservation value, training zoo employees in new approaches
to animal management, bringing more conservation scientists onto zoo staffs, and making the activities necessary
for conservation and management of populations a core
part of the operations of every zoo. These shifts will not
be easy or quick, but they have little chance of occurring
unless we first change our strategic goals for the populations under our care.
Research Needs
Fortunately, many of the advances in zoo biology
and conservation science that are required to enable a new
paradigm are already well underway. For example, guidance has been provided on the incorporation of new founders into breeding programs [Odum, 1994; Willis and Willis, 2010], pedigree management with partial parentage
information [Lacy, 2012; Willis, 1993, 2001], use of gamete banks as adjuncts to breeding programs [Johnston and
Lacy, 1995; Harnall et al., 2002], use of DNA data to improve management when pedigrees are incomplete [Jones
et al., 2002; Jones and Wang, 2009; Ivy and Lacy, 2010],
metapopulation management [CBSG, 2005; Lacy, 1987;
McCullough et al., 1996], use of a spectrum of intensity
of management [Princée, 1995], population management
of reintroductions [Earnhardt, 1999, 2010; Jamieson and
Lacy, 2011], the use of PVA to assess captive population viability [Bustamante, 1996; CBSG, 2005; Earnhardt
et al., 2008], and management of species maintained in
groups [Wang, 2004]. These efforts, however, have been
mostly focused on management of gene diversity, with
less work to date on integrating other population viability and sustainability goals into management. (See papers
in Ganslosser, et al. [1995] and Kleiman et al. [2010] for
some notable exceptions.) There remain significant challenges to the field of zoo biology before truly sustainable
population management can be achieved. Some questions
that will need to be answered by research and implemented by new methodologies include (with citations to a few
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of the papers that have provided insights into how such
questions can be addressed):
• How can we integrate the management of quantitative
variation, molecular variation, and behavioral variation
into our well-established methods for kinship-based pedigree management?
• How much variation—of each kind—is needed for individual, population, and species health and adaptability?
[Lande, 1995]
• How best can we maintain and share records on the diverse kinds of variation that we wish to protect?
• How fast do populations adapt to captivity and in what
ways? How reversible are the changes? [Arnold, 1995;
Frankham, 2008]
• How important is environmental variation in creating
the diversifying selection that can sustain adaptive variation? To what extent do husbandry standards inadvertently become powerful forces of selection? [Carroll and
Watters, 2008]
• What are the most effective ways to move animals or just
genetic material among populations, including between
captivity and the wild?
• What are the disease risks of moving animals periodically among captive and wild populations, and how best
can those risks be managed? [Wolff and Seal, 1993, and
many articles in that special issue; Armstrong et al.,
2003]
• What are the sociological and organizational considerations that will need to be addressed to implement effective joint management of ex situ and in situ populations?
[Dickie et al., 2007; Field and Dickie, 2007]

The above partial list is a very big agenda. Tackling
these issues will make clear that zoo biology is an essential part of conservation biology, rather than a specialized
field focused on the care of isolated wildlife populations
within zoos.
Implications for Species Conservation
The opening of our breeding programs to manage active exchanges with wild populations will force zoo population management to be integrated within broader species
conservation strategies, such as the Species Conservation
Strategies being developed by the IUCN SSC [IUCN/SSC,
2008]. Decisions about which species need ex situ care as
a component of conservation efforts will become the purview of field biologists, governmental wildlife authorities,
and conservation NGOs, as well as the zoo professionals
and zoo associations that generally now try to make those
prioritization decisions on their own. Balmford [2000],
Balmford et al. [1996], and Leader-Williams et al. [2007]
suggest that zoos should preferentially maintain species
that can easily and soon be returned to the wild, but that
the species maintained in zoos currently usually are not
those. The Amphibian Ark has been developing protocols
Zoo Biology

for collaborative species prioritization [Amphibian Ark,
2009].
Planning for the future of the captive populations
that are dependent on exchanges with the wild will require
careful analysis (probably using PVA modeling tools) of
the positive and negative impacts of removals from the
wild and releases to the wild. For wild populations that
might be or become dependent on reinforcement from viable captive stock, the trajectory and stability of the captive population should be tested regularly with PVA models that incorporate uncertainty in parameters and inherent
stochasticity. For integrated assessment and management,
it will be necessary also to monitor not only the numbers,
trajectory, and health of the captive populations but also
of the wild populations. The habitats available to the wild
populations will also need to be watched, so that we can
know when habitat restoration, additional adaptive variation, translocations, or restored connectivity is needed.
Finally, the roles that zoos fill in species conservation
may need to be portrayed both internally in the zoo profession and externally to the many audiences in very different language than had become standard. It may not be
easy to explain to various audiences why the often-lauded
paradigm of making zoo populations self-sufficient may
not be achievable and will not serve species conservation
goals. Managing ex situ populations alone is not species
conservation [Lacy, 2011]. The zoos of the future will be
justified by how well they contribute positively to overall species conservation efforts, not by how well they can
minimize harm to wildlife populations.
The shift to pursuing real sustainability for zoo populations will involve a change from isolating zoo populations in order to minimize damage to the wild, while managing decay and loss in captivity to delay failure of the
ex situ population, to a strategy of managing for ongoing
population health, viability, resilience, and adaptability as
part of overall species conservation programs. Rather than
seeing zoo populations as last resort insurance to prevent
species loss when all else fails in the field, zoo populations
would be managed as an integral component of ongoing
conservation success [Baker et al., 2011; Dickie et al.,
2007].
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